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Abstract
Ecological vector fields ẋi = xi fi (x) on the non-negative cone Rn+ on Rn are
often used to describe the dynamics of n interacting species. These vector fields
are called permanent (or uniformly persistent) if the boundary ∂Rn+ of the nonnegative cone is repelling. We construct an open set of ecological vector fields
containing a dense subset of permanent vector fields and containing a dense
subset of vector fields with attractors on ∂R+n . In particular, this construction
implies that robustly permanent vector fields are not dense in the space of
permanent vector fields. Hence, verifying robust permanence is important.
We illustrate this result with ecological vector fields involving five species that
admit a heteroclinic cycle between two equilibria and the Hastings–Powell
teacup attractor.
Mathematics Subject Classification: 37C20, 37C29, 37N25
(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction
The dynamics of n interacting species are often described using ecological vector fields on the
non-negative cone R+n of Rn
ẋi = xi fi (x) = Fi (x)

(1)

where x = (x1 , . . . , xn ) is the vector of population densities and f = (f1 , . . . , fn ) is the
vector of per-capita growth rates. A fundamental question in ecology and conservation
biology is what are the ‘minimum’ conditions for the long-term persistence and adaption
of a collection of species in a given place. The long-term persistence for ecological vector
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fields corresponds (at the very least) to an attractor bounded away from extinction. A strong
form of persistence occurs when this attractor is a global attractor. Equivalently, the boundary
∂R+n of the non-negative cone is repelling. When this occurs, the system is permanent [16,27].
While populations persisting at a local attractor may only recover from gentle stirrings of the
population state, permanence ensures that populations recover from vigorous shake-ups [17].
In this paper, we present an open class of ecological vector fields for which species
persistence remains undecided. More specifically, within this class, systems with repelling
boundaries are dense and systems with attractors on the boundaries are dense. These vector
fields have a heteroclinic cycle in ∂R+n between equilibria and a chaotic set. Moreover, as they
contain no robustly permanent vector fields (i.e. ecological vector fields contained within an
open set of permanent vector fields), they provide a counterexample to a conjecture of Jansen
and Sigmund [17] about the density of robustly permanent vector fields and help clarify the
difficulty in attempts to characterize robustly permanent vector fields [7, 26].
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we state basic definitions
and state the main results (theorem 1 and corollary 1). In section 3, we prove theorem 1.
In section 4, we introduce ecological vector fields involving five species of prey, predator, and
top predator. The top predators engage in intraguild predation [15, 24], which is shown to
result in heteroclinic cycles between equilibria and the Hastings–Powell ‘teacup’ attractor [9].
In section 5, we discuss our results and provide a few closing remarks.
2. Definitions and main results
Let R+n denote the non-negative orthant of Rn , ∂R+n the boundary of the non-negative orthant,
and int R+n the positive orthant. Let (x, t) → φt x denote the flow of (1). Given a subset S ⊂ R+n ,
 
 
α(S) = t<0 st {φs x : x ∈ S} is the α-limit set of S and ω(S) = t>0 st {φs x : x ∈ S} is
the ω-limit set of S. A compact set A ⊂ R+n is an attractor if there exists an open neighbourhood
U of A such that ω(U ) = A. A compact set R ⊂ R+n is a repellor if it is an attractor for the
backward flow (x, t) → φ−t x. (1) is dissipative if there exists a compact attractor A ⊂ R+n such
that ∅ = ω(x) ⊂ A for all x ∈ R+n . A set S is invariant if φt (S) = S for all t ∈ R. A compact
invariant set S is isolated if there exists a neighbourhood U of S such that the maximal compact
invariant set in U is S. Given a point x ∈ R+n , W s (x) = {y ∈ R+n : ω(y) = x} (respectively
W u (x) = {y ∈ R+n : α(y) = x}) is the stable (respectively unstable) set of x.
Let Kr (n) denote the space of C r ecological vector fields F on R+n that are dissipative.
We endow Kr (n) with the C r Whitney topology [10].
In this section, we consider ecological vector fields with a heteroclinic cycle between
an equilibrium and a boundary attractor as illustrated in figure 1(a). While these ideas can
be generalized easily to a heteroclinic cycle between several equilibria and an attractor as
illustrated in figure 1(b), for expositional clarity we focus on the simpler case. More precisely,
we consider ecological vector fields such that n  3 (later n  5) and
A1. r  1,
A2. the invariant subsystem x1 = x2 = 0 contains two attractors, a linearly stable equilibrium
p and an attractor A,
A3. ep := f1 (p)
 > 0 and cp := −f2 (p) > 0,
A4. cµ := − A f1 dµ > 0 and eµ := A f2 dµ > 0 for all (ergodic) invariant probability
measures µ with support in A, and
A5. the one-dimensional outset γ = {x ∈ R+n : x2 = 0, α(x) = p, x = p} of p in the face
{x : x2 = 0} converges to A, i.e. ω(γ ) ⊆ A. The outset of A in the face {x : x1 = 0}
converges to p, i.e. every orbit γ  in that face with α(γ  ) ⊆ A has ω(γ  ) = p.
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the heteroclinic cycle studied in lemma 1 and theorems 1 and 2;
(b) schematic of another heteroclinic cycle discussed in section 4.

Let  denote the union of p, A, and all the connecting orbits described in A5.
Let U ⊂ {x : x1 x2 = 0} be a forward invariant, isolating neighbourhood of  in the faces
{x : x1 x2 = 0}. We say that  is a C r robust attractor if there is a neighbourhood of (1) in
Kr (n) such that for all vector fields in this neighbourhood, the maximal compact invariant set
in U is an attractor in R+n . We say that  is unsaturated if  is isolated and W s () ⊂ ∂R+n .
We say that  is C r robustly unsaturated if there is a neighbourhood of (1) in Kr (n) such that for
all vector fields in this neighbourhood, the maximal compact invariant set in U is unsaturated.
The following lemma provides sufficient conditions that ensure  is robustly unsaturated or
robustly attracting in R+n .
Lemma 1. Assume A1–A5 hold. If
(2)

eµ ep > cµ cp
r

for all (ergodic) invariant probability measures µ with support in A, then  is C robustly
unsaturated in R+n . On the other hand, if
(3)

eµ ep < cµ cp

for all (ergodic) invariant probability measures µ with support in A, then  is a C r robust
attractor in R+n .
Proof. We give two proofs of this result. The first proof is based on work of the second
author [26]. Theorem 4.3 in [26] proves that a compact isolated invariant set  for the flow
restricted to the boundary is robustly unsaturated if

max
fi dυ > 0
1in 

for all invariant probability measures υ with support in . Since an invariant probability
measure υ supported on  is a convex combination of the Dirac measure, δp , supported by p
and an invariant probability measure, µ, supported on A,  is robustly unsaturated if

max αfi (p) + (1 − α) fi dµ > 0
1in

A
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for all α ∈ [0, 1] and
 for all invariant probability measures µ with support in A. Lemma 5.1
of [26] implies that A fi dµ = 0 and fi (p) = 0 for all i  3. Thus,  is robustly unsaturated if



max αfi (p) + (1 − α) fi dµ > 0
i=1,2

A

for all α ∈ [0, 1] and for all invariant probability measures µ with support in A. This condition
for being robustly unsaturated is easily seen to be equivalent to (2). Now, assume that (3)
holds. The arguments in the previous paragraph applied to the backward flow of (1) imply that
 is robustly unsaturated for the backward flow of (1). Since  is a repellor for the backward
flow restricted to ∂R+n ,  is isolated (i.e. there exists a neighbourhood V of  such that 
is the maximal compact invariant set in V ) and W s () =  for the backward flow. These
observations imply that  is a repellor for the backward flow. Therefore,  is an attractor for
the forward flow of (1). Since these arguments are robust to structural perturbations within
Kr ,  is a robust attractor for (1).
An alternative proof is based on [7]. By theorem 5.2 in [7],
  βis robustly unsaturated if
for some positive constants βi > 0 (i = 1, . . . , n) the function i xi i is an average Lyapunov
function for (1) near . By theorem 5.3 in [7] this is equivalent to

n

βi fi dυ > 0
i=1



for all (ergodic) invariant probability measures υ with support in . Using as above
 fi dυ = 0 for i  3, this reduces to


β1 f1 (p) + β2 f2 (p) > 0
β1 f1 dµ + β2 f2 dµ > 0
A

A

for all (ergodic) invariant probability measures µ with support in A. From the sign structure
required in A3–A4, this is seen easily to be equivalent to (2). The second part can be shown
in a similar way.
If the attractor A carries a unique invariant probability measure µ, as in the case of an
equilibrium, a periodic orbit, or a quasi-periodic torus, then lemma 1 settles the behaviour near
 generically. Whenever A is not uniquely ergodic, we prove that there remains an open set of
systems for which permanence is undecided. This open set is characterized by the following
additional assumptions:
A6. There are two ergodic probability measures µ± with support in A such that
ep eµ+ > cp cµ+

ep eµ− < cp cµ−

A7. For all ergodic probability measures µ with support in A,
+
−cµ < λ−
µ < 0 < λµ < eµ

where λ+µ (respectively λ−
µ ) denotes the largest (respectively smallest) Lyapunov exponent
for (1) restricted to {x : x1 = x2 = 0}.
A8. A is transitive (i.e. has a dense orbit), is the closure of its periodic orbits, and is hyperbolic:
there exists a continuous Dφt -invariant splitting of T A = E s ⊕ E c ⊕ E u and constants
> 0, λ > 0 such that E c is a one-dimensional bundle tangent to the flow of (1),
Dφt v  exp(−λt + ) v
for all v ∈ E and t  0, and
s

Dφt v  exp(λt − ) v
for all v ∈ E and t  0.
u
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A9. rp > cp , where −rp is the largest real part of an eigenvalue of DF(p) for (1) restricted to
{x : x1 = x2 = 0}.
Theorem 1. The set of ecological vector fields satisfying A1–A9 is open. Furthermore, in this
open set, the vector fields for which  is attracting are dense and the vector fields for which 
is unsaturated are dense.
A vector field in Kr (n) is permanent (equivalently uniformly persistent) [2, 27] if there
exists a compact global attractor in the positive orthant. A vector field in Kr (n) is C r robustly
permanent if this vector field is contained in an open neighbourhood of permanent vector
fields. As a corollary of theorem 1, we can prove the existence of an open set of ecological
vector fields in which permanent and non-permanent vector fields are dense. In particular, this
class of vector fields provides a counterexample to Jansen and Sigmund’s conjecture that all
permanent vector fields can be approximated by robustly permanent vector fields [17].
Recall that a collection of sets {M1 , . . . , Mk } is a Morse decomposition for a compact
invariant set K if M1 , . . . , Mk are pairwise disjoint, compact isolated invariant sets for φ|K
with the property that for each x ∈ K there are integers l = l(x)  m = m(x) such that
α(x) ⊆ Mm and ω(x) ⊆ Ml and if l = m then x ∈ Ml = Mm .
Corollary 1. The set of ecological vector fields satisfying A1–A9 and
A10. there is a Morse decomposition {M1 , M2 , . . . , Ml = } of the global attractor of ∂R+n
such that M1 , . . . , Ml−1 are robustly unsaturated
is open. Furthermore, in this open set, permanent vector fields are dense, and non-permanent
vector fields are dense.
Proof. Since Morse decompositions are robust to structural perturbations, theorem 1 implies
that ecological vector fields satisfying A1–A10 are open in Kr (n). Theorem 1 implies that
there is a dense set of ecological vector fields satisfying A1–A10 such that  is an attractor.
Hence, vector fields in this dense set are not permanent. Alternatively, theorem 1 implies
there exists a dense set of vector fields satisfying A1–A10 such that  is unsaturated. For
these vector fields, there is a Morse decomposition of ∂R+n for which each of the components
of the decomposition is unsaturated. The work of Garay [6] and Hofbauer [13] implies that
these vector fields are permanent.
Theorem 1 and corollary 1 can be extended easily to heteroclinic cycles between multiple
equilibria and an attractor as illustrated in figure 1(b). This type of situation arises quite
naturally in ecologically plausible scenarios as we illustrate in section 4.
3. Proof of theorem 1
Let (1) satisfy A1–A9. For notational convenience, we let (x, t) → x · t and φt x denote the
flow of (1). We begin by showing why A1–A9 are open conditions in Kr (n). Assumptions
A1–A3 together with A9 are clearly open conditions. A standard result in ergodic theory (see,
e.g. [21]) implies that A4 is equivalent to the existence of T > 0 such that
 T
 T
f1 (x · t) dt < 0
inf
f2 (x · t) dt > 0.
sup
x∈A

0

x∈A 0

This reformulation of A4 is an open condition as A is compact. A5 is an open condition as A2
and A4 imply that A is an attractor in the x2 = 0 subspace. A result of Sigmund [28, theorem 1]
and A8 imply that invariant measures supported by periodic orbits of A are dense in the set of
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invariant probability measures supported by A. This fact combined with A6 implies that there
exist periodic points q ± in A such that
 T−
 T−
−
f2 (q · t) dt < −cp
f1 (q − · t) dt
(4)
ep
0

and



0
T+

ep
0


f2 (q + · t) dt > −cp

T+

f1 (q + · t) dt

(5)

0

where T ± are the periods of q ± . Since the periodic orbits q ± are hyperbolic, these inequalities
persist under perturbations. To see that A7 is an open condition, define h : R × A → R by
 t
h(t, x) = ln Dφt |{x:x1 =x2 =0} −
f2 (φs x) ds
0

where φt x = x · t. By the subadditive and multiplicative ergodic theorems [18, 22], for any
ergodic probability measure µ,

1
h(t, x) dµ(x).
λ+µ − eµ = inf
t>0 t A
A result of the second co-author [25, theorem 1] implies that the right-hand inequality of A7
is equivalent to the existence of T > 0 such that supx∈A h(T , x) < 0. This reformulation
of the right-hand inequality is an open condition as A is compact. Similarly, the remaining
inequalities of A7 can be shown to form an open condition. The stability of hyperbolic
sets [11, 29] and assumption A8 imply that for vector fields G sufficiently C 1 close to F , the
maximal invariant set A(G) of G near A is hyperbolic and the flow of G restricted to A(G) is
topologically conjugate to the flow of F restricted to A. In particular, A(G) is transitive and
is the closure of the periodic orbits for G restricted to A(G). Hence, vector fields satisfying
A1–A9 are open in Kr (n).
To prove the density of vector fields with  attracting (respectively repelling), we proceed
in three steps. First, we make three C r small perturbations of (1) that make the vector
field smoothly linearizable near p and smoothly linearizable near the periodic orbit q −
(respectively q + ) and connect the outset of p to the stable manifold of q − (respectively q + ).
Second, we erect Poincaré sections near p and the orbit of q − and study the behaviour of the
associated Poincaré maps. Third, we use the information from the Poincaré maps to deduce
 is an attractor (respectively repellor).
Step 1. Three perturbations of (1). In each of the following three perturbations of (1), we
assume the perturbations are sufficiently small to ensure that A1–A9 hold for the resulting
vector field. First, we C r perturb (1) in a neighbourhood of p such that the eigenvalues
λ = (λ1 , . . . , λn ) of DF(p) are distinct and non-resonant (e.g. for any i, λi =
λi m i ,
mi  2). The Sternberg linearization
where mi are non-negative integers that satisfy
theorem (see, e.g. [8]) and the invariance of the faces of R+n imply there is a smooth change of
coordinates (x1 , x2 , z) of R × R × Rn−2 such that p corresponds to (0, 0, 0) in this coordinate
system and such that the flow near p is given by
(x1 , x2 , z) · t = (exp(ep t)x1 , exp(−cp t)x2 , exp(−Rp t)z)

(6)

where ep = f1 (p) > 0, −cp = f2 (p) < 0, and Rp is an (n − 2) × (n − 2) block diagonal
matrix whose smallest diagonal entry equals rp > 0, see A9, and whose blocks are either 1 × 1
a b
blocks or 2 × 2 blocks of the form [−b
a ].
−
Second, let q = q (respectively q + ). We will C r perturb (1) in a neighbourhood of
o(q) := {q · t : t ∈ R} such that the Lyapunov exponents of this orbit are distinct and
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non-resonant. Let k + 1 equal the dimension of the stable manifold of o(q). The Sternberg
linearization theorem and the invariance of the faces of R+n imply there is a smooth change of
coordinates (x1 , x2 , θ, s, u) ∈ R × R × S 1 × Rk × Rn−3−k in a neighbourhood of o(q) such
that with respect to these coordinates (0, 0) × S 1 × (0, 0) equals o(q) and such that the local
flow is given by
(x1 , x2 , θ, s, u) · t = (exp(−cq t)x1 , exp(eq t)x2 , θ + t, exp(−Rq t)s, exp(Et)u)

(7)

where cq > 0, eq > 0, Rq is a block diagonal matrix whose smallest diagonal entry equals
rq > 0, E is a block diagonal matrix with positive diagonal entries, the largest of which equals
a b
η > 0, and the blocks of Rq and E are either 1 × 1 blocks or 2 × 2 blocks of the form [−b
a ].
r
Third, we C perturb (1) within the face {x : x2 = 0} to connect the outset of p to the
stable manifold of q. Let U in {x : x1 = x2 = 0} be a forward invariant neighbourhood
of A. By taking U sufficiently small, A7 implies that we can construct a vector field F 
such that (1) F  = F in a neighbourhood V ⊂ R+n of A and (2) U is a normally hyperbolic
(non-compact) manifold for F  . By shrinking V as necessary, the theory of normally hyperbolic
(non-compact) manifolds [12, theorem 6.1] implies that the flow of F  (hence F ) restricted to
V is topologically conjugate to the normally linearized flow
 t
 t
(x1 , x2 , z) · t = exp
f1 ((0, 0, z) · t) x1 , exp
f2 ((0, 0, z) · t) x2 , z · t .
0

0

Since the outset of p converges to A, the outset enters the neighbourhood V . In the local
coordinate system, let (x1o , 0, zo ) with x1o > 0 denoting a point of the outset of p. The local
product structure and transitivity of A imply that the stable manifold of o(q) is dense in A.
Hence, there exists a point (0, 0, zs ) in the stable manifold of o(q) arbitrarily close to (0, 0, zo ).
Perturb (1) within a flow box in the face {x2 = 0} around the points (x1o , 0, zo ) and (x1o , 0, zs )
(see, e.g. the construction of the perturbation used in lemma 2.4 in [23]) so that the outset of
p is contained in the stable manifold of o(q).
Step 2. Poincaré sections and maps. To understand the behaviour of the system near ,
we define appropriate Poincaré sections and determine the corresponding Poincaré first return
maps. With respect to the local coordinates (x1 , x2 , z) around p, define Poincaré sections as
follows:
H1in = {(x1 , 1, z) : x12 + z

 1}

2

and
H1out = {(1, x2 , z) : x22 + z

2

 1}.

Using the linearization (6) about p, we get the following Poincaré map, φ1 , from a
neighbourhood of (0, 1, 0) in H1in into H1out :
c /ep

φ1 (x1 , 1, z) = (1, x1p

(r − )/ep

, x1 p

A1 (x1 )z)

where A1 (x1 ) is a block diagonal matrix with entries that depend continuously on x1 for any
0 <  min{rp − cp , rq , eq − η}. Assumptions A7 and A9 guarantee that > 0 exists.
With respect to the local coordinates (x1 , x2 , θ, s, u) around o(q), define Poincaré
sections by
H2in = {1} × [0, 1] × S 1 × [−1, 1]n−3
and
H2out = [0, 1] × {1} × S 1 × [−1, 1]n−3 .
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Using the linearization (7) about o(q), the Poincaré map φ2 from a neighbourhood of
(1, 0) × S 1 × (0, 0) in H2in into H2out is given by
c /eq

φ2 (1, x2 , θ, s, u) = (x2q

(r − )/eq

, 1, θ + τ (x2 ), x2 q

−(η+ )/eq

A2 (x2 )s, x2

A3 (x2 )u)

where τ (x2 ) = −(1/eq ) ln x2 and Ai (x2 ) (i = 2, 3) are block diagonal matrices whose entries
depend continuously on x2 . Note: we used the fact that rq is the smallest diagonal entry of Rq
and η is the largest diagonal entry of E, and the choice of .
Next, we need the connecting maps. With respect to the local coordinates near γ (i.e. the
one-dimensional outset of p in the face {x : x2 = 0}), let (1, 0, θ ∗ , s ∗ , 0) denote the point
γ ∩ H2in . Then the map ψ1 from a neighbourhood of (1, 0, 0) in H1out to a neighbourhood of
(1, 0, θ ∗ , s ∗ , 0) in H2in is given by
ψ1 (1, x2 , z) = (1, a1 (x2 , z)x2 , θ ∗ + 1 (x2 , z), s ∗ + S1 (x2 , z), U1 (x2 , z))
where a1 > 0, 1 , S1 , and U1 are continuous functions. The last three are of order 1, i.e.
they satisfy an estimate |g(x2 , z)|  C(|x2 | + |z|) for some positive constant C. For each
θ ∈ S 1 , let z∗ (θ ) be such that (0, 1, z∗ (θ )) ∈ H1in equals the intersection of the forward
orbit of (0, 1, θ, 0, 0) ∈ H2out with H1in . The connecting map ψ2 from a neighbourhood
{0} × {1} × S 1 × {0} × {0} in H2out to a neighbourhood of (0, 1, z∗ (S 1 )) in H1in is given by
ψ2 (x1 , 1, θ, s, u) = (a2 (x1 , θ, s, u)x1 , 1, z∗ (θ ) + Z1 (x1 , θ, s, u))
where a2 > 0 and Z1 are continuous functions. Z1 is of order 1 in (x1 , s, u).
To get the Poincaré return map for the Poincaré section H1in , we need to compose these
four maps. Composing the first two, ψ1 ◦ φ1 , and using the relation that rp − > cp (cf our
choice of ) yields
c /ep

(x1 , 1, z) → (1, B2 (x1 , z)x1p

, θ ∗ + x1 p

c /ep

2 (x1 , z), s ∗ + x cp /ep S2 (x1 , z), x1p

c /ep

U2 (x1 , z))

where B2 > 0 and 2 , S2 , and U2 are continuous. Composing the first three, φ2 ◦ ψ1 ◦ φ1 ,
gives
c (rq − )/ep eq

c cq /ep eq

(x1 , 1, z) → (B3 (x1 , z)x1p

, 1, 3 (x1 , z), x1p

c /ep (1−(η+ )/eq )

S3 (x1 , z), x1p

U3 (x1 , z))

where B3 > 0, S3 and U3 are continuous for all (x1 , z), and 3 is continuous for x1 > 0.
Composing one last time with ψ2 gives us the desired return map for H1in :
c cq /ep eq

(x1 , 1, z) → (B(x1 , z)x1p

, 1, z∗ ((x1 , z)) + x1α Z((x1 , z), x1 , z))

(8)

where B > 0 is continuous, α = min{cp cq /ep eq , (cp /ep )(1−(η+ )/eq ), cp (rq − )/ep eq } >
0 by our choice of ,  is continuous for x1 > 0, and Z is continuous.
Step 3. Putting it all together. Let us begin with the case of approximating (1) by a vector field
such that  is an attractor. In this case, we use q = q − in steps 1 and 2. Equation (4) implies
that cp cq > ep eq , in which case (0, 1, z∗ (S 1 )) is an attractor for the Poincaré map defined
by (8). Since any positive orbit starting sufficiently close to  passes through the Poincaré
section H1in , it follows that  is an attractor. Alternatively, to approximate (1) by a vector field
such that  is unsaturated, we apply steps 1 and 2 with q = q + . Equation (5) implies that
cp cq < ep eq , in which case, (0, 1, z∗ (S 1 )) is unsaturated for the Poincaré map defined by (8).
Since any positive orbit starting sufficiently close to  passes through the Poincaré section
H1in , it follows that  is unsaturated.
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Figure 2. The teacup attractor of Hastings and Powell for the x1 –x4 –x5 food chain with parameters
a5 = 5.0, a4 = 0.1, b5 = 3.0, b4 = 2.0, d4 = 0.4, d1 = 0.01, and θ4 = θ5 = 1.

4. A motivating example
In this section, we introduce an explicit system of ecological equations for which lemma 1
does apply and for which an appropriate generalization of theorem 1 might apply. We consider
a system consisting of five species: a prey (species 5), a predator (species 4), and three
top predators (species 1, 2 and 3). One of the top predators (species 1) is an intraguild
predator [15,24]—a top predator that also predates on another top predator (species 2). In order
to generate a chaotic attractor, we assume that species 4 and 1 have saturating functional
responses with respect to their primary prey. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that all the
other functional responses are linear and consider a model of the following form,
dx1
dt
dx2
dt
dx3
dt
dx4
dt
dx5
dt

=

θ4 a4 x4 x1
− d 1 x1 + θ 2 a2 x1 x2
1 + b 4 x4

= θ4 a4 x2 x4 − d2 x2 − a2 x1 x2
= θ4 a4 x3 x4 − d3 x3

(9)

θ5 a5 x5 x4
a 4 x1 x4
− d4 x4 −
− a4 (x2 + x3 )x4
1 + b 5 x5
1 + b4 x4
a 5 x5 x4
= x5 (1 − x5 ) −
1 + b 5 x5

=

where xi is the density of species i, the ai are proportional to the rate at which the predator
encounters the prey species i, the bi are proportional to the handling times of the predators,
the di are proportional to the per capita mortality rates of the predators, and the θi convert prey
eaten to predators produced.
To generate a chaotic attractor for the food chain consisting of species 1, 4, and 5, we
choose the parameters found in Hastings and Powell (1991): a5 = 5.0, a4 = 0.1, b5 = 3.0,
b4 = 2.0, d4 = 0.4, d1 = 0.01, and θ4 = θ5 = 1. This yields the ‘teacup’ attractor illustrated
in figure 2. While there exists no proof of this attractor being hyperbolic or singular hyperbolic,
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Deng and Hines [3–5] using singular perturbation theory have proven for different parameter
values that food chains can exhibit attractors containing a shift on two symbols. For the other
food chains, choose d2 = 0.001 and d3 = 0.01. For these parameter values, the subsystems
{x : x1 = x2 = 0} and {x : x1 = x3 = 0} have a unique positive asymptotically stable
equilibrium. Call these equilibria p and q, respectively. Since d1 = d3 , we have
θ4 a4 x4
f3 (x) = θ4 a4 x4 − d3 >
− d1 = f1 (x)
1 + b 4 x4
whenever x4 > 0. Hence,
lim (x · t)1 = 0

t→∞

for any x = (x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , x5 ) with x2 = 0 and x3 x4 x5 > 0. In other words, species 3
displaces species 1 (figure 3(a)). Similarly, since d2 < d3 , species 2 displaces species 3, i.e.
lim (x · t)3 = 0

t→∞

for any x = (x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , x5 ) with x1 = 0 and x2 x4 x5 > 0. To complete a heteroclinic cycle
between the equilibria and the attractor as illustrated in figure 1(b), we need to choose a2 and
θ2 a2 sufficiently large to ensure that species 1 displaces species 2. For instance, simulations
(figure 3(b)) suggest that a2  0.01 and θ2 a2  0.0025 suffice.
To understand the attracting/repelling properties of the heteroclinic cycle  formed by p,
q, and A, define the expansion and contraction rates at q and p:
d2
eq = f1 (q) =
− d 1 + θ 2 a2 q2
1 + (b4 d2 /a4 θ4 )
cq = − f3 (q) = d3 − d2
ep = f2 (p) = d3 − d2
d3
.
1 + (b4 d3 /a4 θ4 )
Notice that cq = ep . Given any invariant probability measure supported on A, define


eµ =
f3 (x) dµ(x) = θ4 a4 x4 dµ(x) − d3
A
A



cµ = − f2 (x) dµ(x) = d2 + a2 x1 dµ(x) − θ4 a4 x4 dµ(x).
cp = − f1 (p) = d1 −

A

A

A

These parameters can be arranged conveniently in the characteristic matrix of the heteroclinic
cycle  (see [14]):
A
q
p

x1
0
eq
−cp

x2
−cµ
0
ep

x3
eµ
−cq
0

x4
0
0
0

x5
0
0
0

A modification of lemma 1 (in the spirit of theorem 1a and corollary 2 in [14]) implies
that  is a robust attractor if
eq ep eµ < cq cp cµ
for all invariant probability measures µ supported on A. This can be achieved if θ2 is sufficiently
small (and θ2 a2 is sufficiently large). For instance, numerical simulations (figure 4(a)) suggest
that θ2 = 0.25 and a2 = 0.01 will do. Alternatively, a modification of lemma 1 implies that 
is robustly unsaturated if (2)
eq ep eµ > cq cp cµ

To persist or not to persist?
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Figure 3. (a) Species 1 (in blue) displaced by species 3 (in red) with initial condition x1 = 8,
x3 = 0.01, x4 = 0.2, x5 = 0.65. (b) Species 2 (in green) displaced by species 1 with θ2 = 0.25,
a2 = 0.01, and initial condition x1 = 0.01, x2 = 8, x4 = 0.2, x5 = 0.65.

for all invariant probability measures µ supported on A. This occurs provided that θ2 is
sufficiently large. For instance, numerical simulations (figure 4(b)) suggest that if θ2 = 2.0
and a2 = 0.01, then  is unsaturated.
Now suppose there exist invariant probability measures µ+ and µ− supported by A
such that
eµ+
eµ−
>
.
cµ +
cµ −
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Figure 4. The dynamics of (9) for the initial condition x1 = 0.1, x2 = 8.0, x3 = 0.1, x4 = 0.2,
x5 = 0.65. In (a), a2 = 0.01, θ2 = 0.25, and the heteroclinic cycle  appears to be attracting.
Species 1 is in blue, species 2 in green, and species 3 in red. In (b) a2 = 0.01, θ2 = 2, and the
heteroclinic cycle  appears to be repelling.

The aforementioned numerical observations suggest that by leaving a2 = 0.01, one can find a
value of θ2 between 0.25 and 2.0 such that
eq ep eµ+ > cq cp cµ+

To persist or not to persist?
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and
eq ep eµ− < cq cp cµ−
For such a choice of θ2 , persistence may be undecided for all ecological systems sufficiently
close to (9) in the C 1 topology. However, verifying or refuting this assertion will require further
advances in our understanding of the teacup attractor and generalizations of theorem 1.
5. Discussion
Permanence in ecological equations has been equated with long-term persistence or
co-existence of species. Since any ecological equation is a crude approximation of reality,
permanence is only ‘observable’ if it is robust to structural perturbations of the equations i.e.
robustly permanent. Alternatively, as numerical methods for differential equations involve
simulating perturbations of the original equation, only robustly permanent systems will appear
‘numerically permanent’ (see [7] for some results in this direction). Ideally, one might hope
that robustly permanent equations together with their counterparts, robustly ‘non-permanent’
equations, are dense in the space of ecological equations. We have shown that this is not the
case. There exist open sets of ecological equations for which persistence remains undecided;
within these open sets, permanent ecological equations and ecological equations with a
boundary attractor are hopelessly intermingled (i.e. both are dense). Therefore permanence
does not persist generically under perturbations, and verifying robust permanence is important.
The basic mechanisms underlying the intermingling of permanence and non-permanent
systems appear to be heteroclinic cycles with chaotic sets that generate a tension between
attraction towards and repulsion from the boundary. We believe that open sets of equations of
this type are likely to intersect many ecologically plausible scenarios. One scenario involving
tritrophic food chains and intraguild predation was discussed in section 4. Other forms of linked
top predator–predator–prey models of competing species with stage structure, competing
species with discrete generations, or higher dimensional ‘nonlinear’ replicator equations also
are likely to generate heteroclinic cycles involving chaotic sets. Given their prevalence and
the unanswered questions about heteroclinic cycles involving only equilibria [1, 14, 19, 20],
heteroclinic cycles involving chaotic sets are likely to taunt and tease future generations of
mathematicians and ecologists.
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